Become part of an inspiring global platform.

Led by islands, for all islands.

“The voyage to a resilient and sustainable future is not one that is taken alone but by a movement of cities, states, islands and countries working together to shape the future we want.” H.E. Tommy E. Remengesau Jr., President of Palau and Leader of the Global Island Partnership
A Global Platform

Led by the Presidents of Palau, Marshall Islands and Seychelles; the Prime Minister of Grenada and Premier of the British Virgin Islands.

Our mission is to promote action to build resilient and sustainable island communities by inspiring leadership, catalyzing commitments and facilitating collaboration for all islands.

How we achieve our mission

» We mobilize high-level political will for island action
» We build and strengthen partnerships for implementation on islands, especially the Sustainable Development Goals
» We help bring global attention to island solutions (glispa.org/commitments)

Join us

» Collaborate with our network of political leaders who champion island resilience action
» Strategize with members to incubate scalable solutions to global challenges
» Launch and strengthen high-impact initiatives to move forward mutual priorities
» Benefit from more than a decade of experience in collaboration and action

See our Impact Dashboard (impact.glispa.org)

Global recognition

The Global Island Partnership is celebrated by the United Nations as a platform inspiring island action for implementation of global sustainability goals. Recognitions include: showcased in the 2016 UN Partnerships for SIDS Action Platform (2014) and Sustainable Development Knowledge Platforms (2015); as a success factor in preparations for the 2012 UN Conference on Sustainable Development (Rio+20) and as a mechanism for advancing the conservation of island biodiversity Decision IX/21, CBD COP9 (2008) and Decision XI/15, CBD COP11 (2012).

How to get involved

The Leaders of the Global Island Partnership call for partners from the private and public sector to help build island resilience by becoming a Member of the Partnership. Membership is open to governments, organizations (public and private) as well as individuals. Learn more at www.glispa.org/participate or info@glispa.org

MEMBER

US$5,000 to $100,000+ annually

Guide the Partnership’s 2030 Strategy, goals and priorities

AFFILIATE MEMBER

$500-$4,999

Invited to the Bi-Annual Council Congress

FRIEND

No fees

Invited to high-level events and dialogues

Guide the Partnership’s 2030 Strategy, goals and priorities

Invited to the Bi-Annual Council Congress

Invited to relevant side events and dialogues

Recognition by a GLISPA Leader during a high level event as well as press release

Voting member of Congress

Recognition on GLISPA materials

Access to GLISPA Community

Use of GLISPA logo

Use of GLISPA logo

Recognition on GLISPA Community

Recognition on GLISPA materials

Importance of Islands

» Earth’s 175,000 islands are home to more than 600 million inhabitants
» Islands and their oceans represent one sixth of Earth’s total area
» Islands support many of the most unique and isolated natural systems including more than half the world’s marine biodiversity:
  » 7 of the world’s 10 coral reef hotspots
  » 10 of the 34 richest areas of biodiversity in the world
  » 64% of recorded extinctions are on islands
» Over two thirds of the world’s countries include islands

Islands are on the front-line of global changes and feel the impacts acutely. Driven by determination and necessity, islands are also spearheading integrated solutions. Become a member to help islands survive and thrive: www.glispa.org
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